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OFFICE OF THE MACCESS COORDINATOR 
INTRODUCTION 

 

I am so excited to be taking over as the Maccess Coordinator for 2020 – 

2021. I hold this community very dear to my heart – I have watched it grow since 

its inception in 2016, and I have seen how important it has become to many 

students – myself included.  

No doubt, this will be a challenging year for Maccess. McMaster has 

announced that the first semester will take place entirely online due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. While necessary, I have been mourning the loss of a physical 

space. To myself and many others, this physical space has been important for us 

to feel connected and included in community. 

This year also brings unique challenges for Maccess community members. 

As courses and services move entirely online, I worry about who is being left 

behind. This rapid shift to an online learning (and service) environment creates 

brand new accessibility barriers. One of our primary goals for this year will be to 

advocate around these issues, so that they are taken seriously and addressed 

appropriately. 

This year, we will continue running our Disability Language campaign. In 

addition, we will also be running a Remote Access campaign, to explore the ways 

in which online learning environments create new accessibility barriers for 

students, identify potential advocacy routes, and offer coping strategies for 

surviving this strange, new world.  

On top of these issues, many disabled folks are at higher risk of COVID-19, 

and some of us may need to isolate more intensely than the general population. 

We will need to find ways to meet the unique needs of our community during this 

time.  
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If there is one thing we will need to rely on this year, it is creativity. We 

have had to complete reimagine what our service looks like. But creativity is one 

of our strongest skills – disabled people have always had to rely on our creativity 

to navigate a world that was not built with people like us in mind.  

This year, we will need to run online programming while ensuring it is 

accessible to all community members. My hope is that we can continue to offer 

online programming, even after the pandemic is done, as in-person environments 

are not always accessible to everyone.  

We are also offering programming during the summer for the very first 

time to address increased isolation during the pandemic. Again, I hope this is 

something that we can continue to offer in future years. Summer can be an 

isolating time for many disabled folks, as they are cut off from the communities 

they rely on.  

Unfortunately, this year we will be unable to access our physical resource 

library. As such, one of our goals for this year will be creating a digital resource 

library which can be accessed anytime and anywhere.  

In addition to continuing to run DisVisibility Week, this year we will also be 

launching a Disability Pride Week. This week aims to shift the conversation 

around disability away from one of awareness and acceptance, and toward 

disability appreciation. Disabled people have unique strengths, skills, 

perspectives, and experiences that we bring to the table, that deserve to be 

recognized and honoured.  

This year, I hope we can begin to shift our groups away from diagnostic-

specific support groups, and toward community groups instead. I worry that 

diagnosis-specific groups have allowed the psychiatric & medical industrial 

complexes to creep into our spaces unnoticed. As such, I would like our groups to 

focus on shared experiences instead of shared labels. However, I recognize that 
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many community members attend these groups because they do not have other 

places to connect with others with similar diagnoses. As such, this year I aim to 

offer a blend of both support and community groups.  

In addition, I also hope that we can continue building our relationships with 

the larger Disability Justice movement. Graduating for disabled students can feel 

like a time of loss, as we become disconnected from the communities that we rely 

on. My hope is that these connections will allow for students to remain connected 

to disability community after they leave school.  

Likewise, this year I hope to connect us with the broader peer movement. 

To me, peer support within the MSU has often felt disconnected from its roots 

within the psychiatric consumer/survivor movement. I want to provide 

opportunities for community members and volunteers to understand how we 

connect to this history of resistance, and what peer support look like outside of 

the MSU – it is a legitimate career path! I also hope to offer ongoing professional 

development opportunities so that they can continue to develop their skills and 

perspectives.  

No doubt, this year will be challenging for Maccess. However, it has also 

given us the opportunity to step back and re-evaluate what we want our 

community and services to look like. I hope that this year we will emerge with a 

clearer vision for our service, and a better sense of what the needs of our 

community are and how to meet them. 

Calvin Prowse 

Maccess Coordinator  
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Goals/Objectives 

(calendar and checklist) 
 

MAY 
 

Service 

Goal/Objective  

Community Event: Crip Camp Movie Night 

Why: Create an opportunity for community engagement during challenging times. 

Provide an opportunity for folks to learn about and discuss the history of the 

disability justice movement and connect with others. Promote the Crip 

Camp workshop series, and DJNO’s FRIDAY programming for disabled 

youth. 

Difficulties: Developing programming entirely online while maintaining accessibility. 

Navigating the logistics of watching a film together without violating 

copyright.  

Partners: Disability Justice Network of Ontario (DJNO) 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Complete Year Plan 

 

Why: Outline the programming and supports we will offer throughout the year.  

Difficulties: At time of writing, McMaster has confirmed that the fall semester will take 

place entirely online. We will need to develop programming entirely online, 

which creates new challenges and complications. It has not yet been 

announced whether the Winter semester will be online or in person, 

meaning we will need to prepare for both possibilities.  

Partners: PCC, WGEN, SHEC, Diversity Services, MSU, EIO 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Review Exec Roles 

Why: To ensure that the exec team meets our needs, and roles and responsibilities 

are clearly outlined. 

Difficulties: As programming will take place online, we will need to consider how these 

roles will be changed. For example, the Logistics Coordinator typically 

books venues, ensures accessibility, etc. Instead, they will need to focus on 

ensuring online accessibility – which is a different skillset.  

Partners: Reaching out to previous Maccess coordinators to determine their intentions 

for the roles, where there are gaps, and the way they have managed the 

team. 

Personal Goal  

 

Build relationships with other service PTMs to allow for mutual support and 

collaboration. 
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JUNE 
 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Executive Team Hiring 

Why: To ensure we have a strong team for the following year, that is able to adapt 

in a time of change. Ensure that executive team has knowledge of and 

experience with Maccess, and bring diverse experiences, understandings of 

disability, and intersectional identities. Ensure that the executive team have 

the skills needed for developing online programming. 

 

June 15 – June 30: Executive Team applications open 

July 1 – July 15: Extension for applications, if necessary 

 

Interviews will take place during July, with the entire team hired by July 31. 

Difficulties: Engagement is difficult over the summer. With the uncertainty about what 

school will look like in the fall, students may be less likely to take up extra 

commitments. Students may be less interested in being an Exec during a 

time where our programming will take place entirely online, and may 

worsen Zoom fatigue. 

Partners: MSU, ask other services to promote (WGEN, SHEC, PCC, Diversity, SAS) 

Potential interview team: PTMs from PCC, Diversity Services, WGEN, and 

previous Maccess Coordinator 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Maccess Summer Community Groups begin 

Why: To ensure that students have access to the community and support they need 

during a time of uncertainty and isolation. Disabled students may find this 

time particularly difficult. Also launch intersectional groups in collaboration 

with other MSU Peer Support services. 

Difficulties: Ensuring online programming is accessible (ex, captioning), low-barrier & 

easy to use, and that students are aware of these groups. Prioritizing privacy, 

so that only community members are able to join the group. Difficulties may 

arise if too many or too few people join the group. 

 

May be difficult to ensure there are facilitators for these groups. These 

groups will be facilitated by the Maccess Coordinator, Executive Team 

(once hired), and peer support volunteers from the previous year. 

Collaborative groups will aim to have one facilitator representing each 

service. 

Partners: WGEN, PCC, Diversity Services 

Personal Goal  Determine best practices and platforms for online programming. Reach out 

to other services and organizations to explore potential for collaboration. 
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JULY 
 

Service 

Goal/Objective  

Disability Discussions: Remote Access 

Why: An opportunity for students to share their thoughts and concerns about the 

new online learning environment. Provide a space to vent and share 

frustration. Identify potential needs and barriers for disabled students, 

including: accessibility, difficulties with online learning, loss of in-person 

community, etc. Identify how students can be supported in these challenges 

and recommendations for the administration to mitigate these impacts. 

Difficulties: Getting students interested when they are not currently enrolled in classes.  

Partners: EIO 

Service 

Goal/Objective  

Community Event: Mad Pride Tea Party 

Why: To recognize and celebrate Mad Pride and build community between mental 

health/Mad-identified community members. Learn more and connect with 

the broader Mad Movement. Provide a space where neurodiversity is 

celebrated. Students will be invited to make some tea, wear their favourite 

hat, and settle in for conversations and celebration around our experiences 

with Mad pride, madness/mental health, and neurodiversity. 

 

As a collaboration with the Hamilton Mad Students’ Collective, this event 

will be open to current and past students within the broader Hamilton area 

that identify with mental health, madness, or neurodiversity.  

Difficulties: Online programming limits the way we can run this event, as we are unable 

to provide refreshments and party decorations. 

Partners: Hamilton Mad Students’ Collective 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Collect Testimonials for Humans of Maccess 

Why: Collect stories from previous Maccess volunteers and space users to 

demonstrate what they have gained from these experiences. These stories 

will be used to promote our call for peer support volunteers, and the service 

itself.  

 

The Humans of Maccess campaign will accept submissions from July 1 – 

July 31, and responses will be showcased from August 1 – August 15.  

Difficulties: Getting in touch with previous volunteers & space users. We are unable to 

photograph people as we have done in the past, and they will need to 

provide their own photographs. Some people may not be comfortable 

sharing their picture. 

Partners: n/a 

Personal Goal  Develop executive team & volunteer training materials.  
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AUGUST 
 
Service 

Goal/Objective 

Peer Support Volunteer Hiring 

Why: Advertise and interview for Peer support volunteer positions, to ensure that 

we have a strong team of volunteers for the next year who are comfortable 

providing support online.  

 

August 1 – August 15: Peer Support Volunteer applications open 

August 15 – August 31: Extension for applications, if necessary 

 

Interviews will take place during August and early September, with all 

positions filled by September 15. 

Difficulties: Students may not want to apply to the positions until we have outlined what 

peer support will look like online. May have low interest because of 

uncertainty about what September will look like.  

Partners: MSU, other services to promote. 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Executive Team Training 

Why: Ensure that exec team has a working understanding of accessibility, 

disability history, advocacy, peer support, disability language and culture, 

the social model of disability, the Disability / Mad Movements, anti-

racism/oppression, other related services, and how to navigate their 

respective roles.  

Difficulties: Running training sessions online can be harder to engage with, create 

accessibility barriers, cause Zoom Fatigue etc. Difficult to have organic 

conversations, and ideally this “training” would be more discussion based 

than formalized.   

Partners: MSU, other peer support services 

Personal Goal  

 

Develop Peer Support Guidebook, for peer support volunteers to refer to 

during peer support / group sessions. 

Finalize decisions on how online peer support will be conducted.  
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SEPTEMBER 
 

Service 

Goal/Objective  

Disability Discussion: Navigating Higher Ed 

Why: To welcome new students to McMaster, learn about accessibility and 

advocacy supports available, how accommodations work, and introduce 

them to Maccess & related supports. 

Difficulties: Determine how new students will find out about this event, if they are not 

already aware of our services.  

Partners: EIO, SAS, LAS, CATS,  

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Remote Access Campaign 

Why: Outline and raise awareness of some of the challenges around 

in/accessibility within online environments. Provide suggestions for coping 

with common issues from online programing (ex Zoom Fatigue), individual 

advocacy routes, and suggestions to minimize accessibility barriers on a 

structural level. 

Difficulties: Sharing information in a way that is simplified and making sure posts do not 

become overwhelming.  

Partners: SWC, SHEC, EIO, SAS, LAS 

Service 

Goal/Objective  

Community Event: Pet Appreciation Party 

Why: Everybody loves pets! This is an opportunity to show off your pet, and to 

see others’ pets as well (no pet required to join). Normally, we cannot have 

a pet focused event at Maccess, to ensure the space is accessible. However, 

with online events, our pets can finally have the spotlight! 

Difficulties: Pets often do not like to stay still. Folks may not feel comfortable joining if 

they do not have their own pet, so we would need to be intentional with how 

we frame this to make sure they know they are welcome.  

Partners: SHEC 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Volunteer Training 

Why: Ensure that volunteers have a working understanding of disability, peer 

support, and how it will take place online.  

Difficulties: Difficult to conduct training online in an engaging manner, especially when 

there are many volunteers.  

Partners: MSU 

Personal Goal  Determine “Exec on Call” days.  
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OCTOBER 
 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Maccess Community Groups Begin 

Why: To ensure that students have access to community and support. Build 

connections between students with similar experiences. Provide a safe/r 

space for folks with intersectional identities as well. 

Difficulties: Collaborating schedules with volunteers from other peer support services. 

Making sure groups are private and accessible. 

Partners: PCC, WGEN 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

DisVisibility Week 

Why: A full week of programming promoting disability education and 

exploration. Create a strong presence on campus and collaborate to create 

intersectional events.  

Difficulties: Maintaining engagement throughout a whole week when everything takes 

place online. Typically, some of the success of campaign weeks comes from 

being in public spaces (like MUSC atrium), where people walk by and drop 

in. This year it will be more difficult to engage a broader population. 

Partners: WGEN, SHEC, Diversity Services, PCC  

Personal Goal  Mid-term check-ins with execs and volunteers.  
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NOVEMEBER 
 

Service 

Goal/Objective  

Disability Discussions: Topic TBD 

Why: Continue our collaborative efforts and raise awareness of our services by 

targeting different populations. Last year we held a discussion about the 

intersections of queerness and disability. This year I would like to have 

another intersectionality focused event.  

Difficulties: Ensuring programming is engaging and the facilitation method allows for 

open discussion.  

Partners: EIO 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Disability Language Campaign 

Why: Online campaign exploring the nuances of disability language, educating the 

broader McMaster community how to shift away from ableist language.  

Difficulties: Ensuring that the message reaches our target population. In this case, this 

campaign is intended to reach those who are not engaged with Maccess, and 

likely do not follow our social media accounts. Need to create wide 

circulation of these materials through our networks.  

Partners: EIO, WGEN, PCC, Diversity Services, SHEC 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Community Event: Maccess Movie Night 

Why: Build connections and socialize in a way that does not require too much 

effort. A chance to take a break from the semester and from Zoom. 

Difficulties: We can use Netflix, Netflix Party, and Google Chrome to watch a movie 

over Netflix together, with a built-in chat-box. However, each student will 

need to have access and subscriptions to these services. 

 

We could live-stream a movie instead, but this will need to be a film the 

MSU has the license to screen. Although this strategy would work, we are 

limited in our choice of movies, there may be lag or audio quality issues, 

and users will have less control over the screening (for example, they will 

not be able to turn on/off captions, descriptive audio, or change the 

language).  

 

Either way, we will need to ensure that both the movie and the screening 

platform are accessible. 

Partners: MSU, to get list of movies we have licenses to screen 

Personal Goal  Begin considering what changes we need to make to second semester 

programming, based on whether it will be online or in-person. 
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DECEMBER 
 

Service 

Goal/Objective  

Community Event: Exam Destress Dance Party! 

Why: To provide students with an opportunity to connect with each other and de-

stress before exams, and to celebrate the end of the semester. To bring some 

fun back into our lives, and to create accessible versions of activities that we 

typically think can only be done in person. 

 

This event will be a virtual dance party, hosted over Zoom or a similar 

technology. Students will be able to listen to the music and dance along at 

home, and see others dancing through Zoom. 

Difficulties: Online Accessibility considerations: captions, image descriptions, etc. 

Audio is often compressed by Zoom.  

Partners: Connect with other organizations that have run similar events in the past to 

determine what worked and what didn’t. Reach out to CFMU to see if we 

can broadcast the playlist through the station, allowing people to tune in for 

better audio quality, and join in with or without Zoom. 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Volunteer Appreciation Event 

Why: To celebrate our volunteers and the end of the semester! 

Difficulties: It will be difficult to create a volunteer appreciation event entirely online. It 

will also be difficult to create engagement and have a reason for people to 

want to show up. If classes will be in-person in the new semester, we may 

push this until January. 

Partners: MSU 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Community Event: Maccess Holiday Party 

Why: A virtual holiday hangout to help address increased feelings of isolation and 

distress from being home during the holidays. 

Difficulties: This will need to be scheduled after exams, and not falling directly on any 

holidays. 

Partners: n/a 

Personal Goal  

 

Clean the Maccess space if second semester will take place in-person. Open 

applications for peer support volunteers for second semester.  
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JANUARY 
 

Service 

Goal/Objective  
Community Event: Maccess 💚s CATS 

Why: To provide an opportunity for students to learn more about the Campus 

Accessible Tech Space (CATS), Library Accessibility Services (LAS), and 

to check out the CATS space.  

Difficulties: If McMaster is still completely online, this will not be possible. Instead, we 

may switch this into a livestream event explaining what CATS is and how to 

access it.  

Partners: CATS, LAS 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Disability Discussions: Graduation & Grad School 

 

Why: An opportunity for folks to share their fears about graduating, life after 

graduation, and graduate school. A chance to explore what graduate school 

and life after graduation looks like for disabled students. 

Difficulties: Finding alumni and graduate students that are available and able to talk 

about their experiences. 

Partners: EIO, Disabled graduate students & alumni.  

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Volunteer Hiring 

Why: Hire more peer support volunteers to ensure we can meet community needs. 

If the university is open for in-person activities, we may have more people 

interested (who did not want to provide peer support online). 

Difficulties: Engagement.  

Partners: MSU, other services to promote 

Personal Goal  Check-ins with Exec and volunteers.  
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FEBRUARY  
 

Service 

Goal/Objective  

Disability Discussions: A Chat in CATS 

Why: An opportunity for students to visit the CATS space, share their experiences 

with Assistive Technology, and test out some new tools. 

Difficulties: We will need to ensure that we can access the space at a time where it would 

not be disruptive.  

Partners: EIO, LAS, CATS 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Promo Campaign: Rare Diseases Day 

Why: Create an opportunity for students to share their experiences with rare 

conditions and educate the community. Ask community members to write 

about their experiences, for us to post on our social media pages.  

Difficulties: May be difficult to get community contributions. 

Partners: SWC, SHEC 

Personal Goal  Mid-term check ins with execs and volunteers. 
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MARCH 
 

Service 

Goal/Objective  

Disability Pride Week 

Why: To explore our relationships with ourselves and our disabilities. To move 

away from a framework of awareness or acceptance, and to move toward 

appreciation of disability and disabled folks, with all the unique strengths 

and experiences we bring.  

Difficulties: Be prepared to educate the broader community about disability pride.  

Partners: EIO, SAS, LAS, DJNO 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Community Event: 7th Annual Accessibility Forum 

Why: Provide students an opportunity to share their experiences with accessibility 

on campus, and outline areas for improvement. Gain an understanding of 

where McMaster is succeeding in accessibility, and where it is in need of 

improvement.  

 

This forum acts as a chance for students who experience disability to 

provide feedback on their experiences at McMaster. The discussions from 

this forum help shape policy, influence recommendations, and support 

advocacy. 

Difficulties: Creating a report, distributing it, and ensuring the administration takes it 

into consideration. 

Partners: SAS, SSC, EIO, MSU Advocacy Team 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Disability Discussion: Topic TBD 

Why: Continue our collaborative efforts and raise awareness of our services by 

targeting different populations.  

Difficulties: Ensuring we have an appropriately sized space for the event.   

Partners: EIO 

Personal Goal   
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APRIL 
 

Service 

Goal/Objective  

Community Event: Exam De-stress 

Why: To give students a chance to celebrate the end of the semester, and connect 

and destress before exams.  

Difficulties: 

 

Ensure that this event is as accessible as possible, by providing a separate 

room for aromatherapy mixing to keep the main room scent-free. 

Partners: SAS 

Service 

Goal/Objective 

Volunteer Appreciation Event at The Grind 

Why: To show our appreciation for our volunteers and give them a chance to 

connect with each other. 

Difficulties: Scheduling this at a time where people are not yet overwhelmed by school. 

Partners: The Grind 

Personal Goal  Assist with Transition of new coordinator.  
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Long-Term Planning 
 

 
 

Overarching Vision (what 
is the ultimate goal?) 

  Planning a Disability Studies Conference 

Description Helping plan the Reclaiming Our Bodies & Minds Conference. 

Benefits Building a network between disability peer support services at 

different universities. Engage with and promote disability 

studies. 

Year 1 Goals Build relationships with other services and become involved in 

the planning process. 

Year 2 Goals Increase engagement and participation in the conference from 

McMaster students. 

Year 3 Goals Aim to either host a portion of the conference in Hamilton, or 

allow for digital access, to ensure that Hamilton students can 

access the conference without having to travel long distances. 

Partners Ryerson University, York University, University of Toronto, 
George Brown College 

 
What you want to do/accomplish:  

1. Build a network between campus disability groups in the province 

2. Engage with the field of Disability Studies 

3. Provide an opportunity for McMaster students to share their work and knowledge 
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General Timeline 
 

 

May ● Plan Crip Camp Movie Night with DJNO 
● May 15: Host Crip Camp Movie Night 
● Write Year Plan 
● Review Executive Team roles  
● Connect with other Peer Support PTMs to discuss opportunities for 

collaboration 
● Research tools for delivering online programming (i.e. Zoom, 

Teams, Google Meet)  

June ● June 1: Request promotional materials for Executive Team 
applications 

● June 15 – June 30: Executive Team applications open 
● June 18: Launch community group: Coping in Isolation & 

General Peer Support  
● Create interview questions for Executive Team applications 
● Connect with EIO to plan our Disability Discussions: Remote 

Access Event and discuss themes for future Disability 
Discussions 

July ● July 1: Request promotional materials for Mad Pride Tea Party 
● July 1: Request promotional materials for our summer community 

group programming 
● July 1: Request promotional materials for Disability 

Discussions: Remote Access 
● July 1 – July 15: Executive Team applications extended 
● July 11/12: Host Mad Pride Tea Party 
● July 15: Request promotional materials for Peer Support 

Volunteer applications 
● July 1 – July 31: Executive Team interviews 
● July 1 – July 31: Request submissions for Humans of Maccess 
● July 31: Executive Team fully hired 
● Host Disability Discussions: Remote Access 
● Launch collaborative community groups 
● Develop Executive Team & Volunteer training materials 

August ● Aug. 1 – Aug. 15: Showcase Humans of Maccess submissions 
● Aug. 1 – Aug. 15: Peer Support Volunteer applications open  
● Aug. 15 – Aug. 31: Peer Support Volunteer applications 

extended 
● Aug 15 – Sept 15: Peer Support Volunteer interviews 
● Executive Team training 
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● Create Peer Support Guidebook 
● Determine how programming and peer support will be delivered 
● Determine Exec on Call 
● Begin planning Disability Discussions: Navigating Higher Ed 

with EIO 
● Begin researching Remote Access Campaign 
● Begin planning Pet Appreciation Party 

September ● Sept. 1: Request promotional materials for Remote Access 
Campaign  

● Sept. 15: Peer Support Team fully hired 
● Sept. 15: Request promotional materials for Pet Appreciation 

Party 
● Sept. 15: Begin planning DisVisibility Week 
● Host Disability Discussions: Navigating Higher Ed 
● Host Pet Appreciation Party 
● Launch Remote Access Campaign 
● Determine Exec on Call days 
● Peer Support Volunteer Training  

October ● Oct. 1: Request promotional materials for Community Groups 
● Oct. 1: Request promotional materials for DisVisbility Week 
● Maccess Community Groups begin 
● Complete check-ins with Executive Team members and Peer 

Support Volunteers 
● Run DisVisibility Week 
● Begin planning November’s Disability Discussion 
● Begin research for the Disability Language Campaign 
● Begin planning Maccess Movie Night  

November ● Nov. 1: Request promotional materials for Disability 
Discussions 

● Nov. 1: Request promotional materials for Disability Language 
Campaign  

● Nov. 1: Request promotional materials for Maccess Movie 
Night 

● Nov. 1: Begin planning Exam Destress Dance Party 
● Nov. 1: Begin planning Volunteer Appreciation Event 
● Nov. 15: Request promotional materials for Exam Destress 

Dance Party 
● Nov. 15: Begin planning Disability Discussions: Graduation & 

Grad School 

● Nov. 15: Begin planning Maccess 💚s CATS 

● Host Disability Discussions 
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● Host Maccess Movie Night 
● Launch Disability Language Campaign 
● Review year plan to determine what changes will need to be made 

depending on whether McMaster will be in person or online 

December ● Dec. 1: Request promotional materials for Maccess Holiday 
Party 

● Dec. 15 – Jan. 15: Peer Support Volunteer applications open 
● Host Exam Destress Dance Party 
● Host Maccess Holiday Party 
● Host our Volunteer Appreciation Event 
● Tidy the Maccess space, in preparation to open for in person 

programming in January 

January ● Jan. 1: Request promotional materials for Disability 
Discussions: Graduation & Grad School  

● Jan. 1: Request promotional materials for Maccess 💚s CATS 

● Jan. 1: Begin planning Disability Discussions: A Chat in CATS 
● Jan. 1 – Jan. 15: Showcase Humans of Maccess submissions 
● Jan. 15: Begin research for Rare Diseases Day 
● Jan. 15 – Jan. 31: Peer Support Volunteer interviews 
● Jan. 15 – Feb. 15: Request submissions for Rare Diseases Day 
● Jan. 31: Peer Support Team fully hired 

● Host Maccess 💚s CATS 

● Host Disability Discussions: Graduation & Grad School 
● Complete check-ins with Executive Team members and Peer 

Support Volunteers 
● Reach out to Executive team members, Peer Support Volunteers, 

and space users to encourage them to apply to the Maccess 
Coordinator position 

February ● Feb. 1: Request promotional materials for Disability 
Discussions: A Chat in CATS 

● Feb. 1: Begin planning Disability Pride Week 
● Feb. 1: Begin planning the Accessibility Forum 
● Feb. 15: Request promotional materials for Rare Diseases Day 
● Feb. 15: Begin planning March’s Disability Discussion 
● Feb. 15: Connect with partners to begin planning the Exam 

Destress event 
● Feb 21 – Feb. 28: Launch Rare Diseases Day campaign 
● Host Disability Discussions: A Chat in CATS 
● Complete check-ins with Executive Team members and Peer 

Support Volunteers 
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March ● March 1: Request promotional materials for Disability Pride 
Week 

● March 1: Request promotional materials for the Accessibility 
Forum 

● March 1: Request promotional materials for Disability 
Discussion event 

● March 1: Begin planning our Volunteer Appreciation event 
● March 15: Request promotional materials for the Exam 

Destress event 
● Host Disability Discussion (topic TBD) 
● Host the Accessibility Forum 
● Run Disability Pride week 

April ● Run the Exam Destress event 
● Run our Volunteer Appreciation event 
● Assist with the transition of the new Maccess Coordinator 

 


